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For your safety and continued enjoyment of this product,
always read the instruction book carefully before using.
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7. Avoid contact with moving parts to reduce
risk of injury to persons, and/or damage to
the appliance.
8. The USB power adapter and USB cable
should be plugged into an electrical outlet
away from sink or hot surface.
9. Do not use an extension cord. Plug charger
directly into an electrical outlet.
10. Do not attempt to use this USB power adapter
and USB cable with any other product. Also,
do not attempt to charge the batteries with
any other charger.
11. Do not charge battery with charger plugged
into an outdoor outlet.
12. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged
cord or plug, or after the appliance has
malfunctioned or has been dropped or
damaged in any way, or is not operating
properly. Return the appliance to the nearest
Cuisinart Repair Center for examination, repair,
or mechanical or electrical adjustment.
13. The use of attachments or accessories not
recommended by Cuisinart may cause fire,
electric shock or risk of injury.
14. This appliance is intended for household use
only and is not for commercial or outdoor use.
15. Do not use this wine opener for other than its
intended use of opening wines and preserving
wines.
16. Never force the wine opener onto a bottle
or attempt to speed up the mechanism. The
electric wine opener will work best when it is
operated at its intended speed.
17. Do not attempt to open the electric wine
opener, the wine preserver or the base.
They have no serviceable parts. Charge
the appliance only by using the power cord
supplied.
18. To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do
not operate any heating appliance beneath or
near the mounted charging handle unit.
19. Do not mount or store unit over or near a
portion of a heating or cooking appliance, or a
sink or washbasin.
20. Unplug the USB power adapter from the outlet
before attempting any routine cleaning of the
charger.
21. Do not operate a damaged USB power
adapter. Have damaged USB power adapter
replaced immediately.
22. Do not incinerate the wine center, even if it is
severely damaged. The batteries can explode
in a fire.
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IMPORTANT
SAFEGUARDS
When using an electrical appliance, especially
when children are present, basic safety
precautions should always be taken,
including the following:
WARNING: Read all safety warnings and
instructions. Failure to follow the warnings
and instructions may result in electric
shock, fire and/or serious injury.
1. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS.
2. To protect against electric shock, do not
put the body of this EvolutionX™ Cordless
Rechargeable 4-in-1 Wine Center in water or
other liquids. This unit has not been designed
for submersion in water or other liquids. If
the wine opener body falls into liquid, remove
immediately. Carefully remove, clean and dry
unit thoroughly before continuing.
3. This appliance is not intended for use by
children or by persons with reduced physical,
sensory, or mental capabilities, or lack of
experience and knowledge. Close supervision
is necessary when any appliance is used
near children. Children should be supervised
to ensure that they do not play with the
appliance.
4. Do not operate in the presence of explosive
and/or flammable fumes.
5. To avoid the possibility of personal injury,
always unplug the unit from the USB cable
before cleaning.
6. Illuminated lights indicate unit is ready to
operate.
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23. This product contains a lithium ion battery
which must be recycled at the end of the life of
the wine center and disposed of properly. Do
not incinerate or compost batteries, as they
will explode at high temperature.
24. Leaks from battery cells can occur under
extreme conditions. If the liquid gets on the
skin, (1) wash quickly with soap and water or
(2) neutralize with mild acid such as lemon
juice or vinegar. If the liquid gets into eyes,
flush them immediately with clean water
for a minimum of 10 minutes. Seek medical
attention.
25. Recharge only with the USB power adapter
specified by the manufacturer. A USB power
adapter that is suitable for one type of battery
pack may create a risk of fire when used with
another battery pack.
26. Use appliances only with specifically
designated battery packs. Use of any other
battery packs may create a risk of injury and
fire.
27. Under abusive conditions, liquid may be
ejected from the battery. Avoid contact with
such liquid. If contact accidentally occurs,
flush with water. If liquid contacts eyes, seek
medical help. Liquid ejected from the battery
may cause irritation or burns.
28. Do not use a battery pack or appliance that is
damaged or modified. Damaged or modified
batteries may exhibit unpredictable behavior
resulting in fire, explosion or risk of injury.
29. Do not expose a battery pack or appliance
to fire or excessive heat. Exposure to fire or
temperatures above 265°F/130°C may cause
an explosion.
30. Have servicing performed by a qualified repair
person using only identical replacement parts.
This will ensure that the safety of the product
is maintained.
31. Recommended ambient charging temperature:
50°F−104°F (10°C− 40°C).
32. Recommended storage temperature:
50°F−104°F (10°C− 40°C).
33. The USB power adapter must be listed
Class 2 power supply or certified ITE power
supply, rated output 5V 1A MAX. Do not use
unapproved sources.
34. Any other servicing should be performed by
an authorized service representative.
35. Do not operate your appliance in an appliance
garage or under a wall cabinet. When storing
in an appliance garage, always unplug the unit

from the electrical outlet. Not doing so could
create a risk of fire, especially if the appliance
touches the walls of the garage or the door
touches the unit as it closes.
36. The maximum rating is based on the
attachment that draws the greatest
load (power or current) and that other
recommended attachments may draw
significantly less power or current.
37. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric
burner or in a heated oven.
38. Do not use outdoor.

SAVE THESE
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR HOUSEHOLD
USE ONLY
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PARTS AND FEATURES
1. Wine opener

5. Charging indicator lights (3)

2. Bottle stopper for
preserving wine

6. Charging
a. USB power adapter
(not shown)

3. Aerator
4. Foil cutter

b. USB cable
(not shown)
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN

the automatic wine opener at an angle to the
bottle, it will not remove the cork properly.

Before using the EvolutionX Cordless
Rechargeable 4-in-1 Wine Center for the first
time, we recommend that you wipe the unit with
a clean, damp cloth to remove any dirt or dust.
Dry it thoroughly with a soft, absorbent cloth.
™

2. Hold the wine opener firmly and press down
with the wine opener on top of the wine
bottle. The corkscrew spiral will turn in a
counterclockwise direction and enter the cork,
then gradually remove it from the bottle. When
the automatic mechanism has stopped, the
cork has been fully removed from the bottle.

CHARGING YOUR WINE
CENTER/BATTERY USE

3. The cork, itself, will then automatically
remove from the wine opener.

The batteries in your EvolutionX™ Cordless
Rechargeable 4-in-1 Wine Center have not
been fully charged. Before the first use of this
appliance, the batteries must be charged until
the blue battery indicator light illuminates. With
a full charge, your wine center will run for
approximately 20 minutes, depending on
load. Your wine center will be fully charged
in approximately 2 hours.

TO OPERATE YOUR
WINE PRESERVER
1. Place the wine bottle on a flat surface.
2. Insert the bottle stopper into the wine bottle.
3. This is how the wine opener becomes a wine
preserver. Hold the bottle stopper and wine
bottle neck securely in one hand and place
the wine opener on the bottle stopper.

Battery Life Indicator Lights: When the unit
displays 3 blue power lights, you are between
100% and 75% of battery power. Two blue power
lights: When illuminated, you are between 75%
and 25% of battery power. One blue power light:
When illuminated, you are at less than 25% and
will need to charge soon.

4. Keep the wine preserver as straight as
possible and in line with the wine bottle.
5. Push down on the bottle stopper. Apply
pressure and the wine preserver will begin to
work. It will automatically remove the air from
the bottle while making a clacking noise.

NOTE: Do not leave your wine opener uncharged
for an extended period of time, as it will affect the
life of the rechargeable battery.

6. The clacking noise will become slower
and stop suddenly after approximately
20 seconds.

FOIL CUTTER

7. Do not release the pressure until the
unit stops.

For your convenience, this unit has a foil cutter,
which is stored in the base of the unit. Before
removing the cork, you must remove any foil
from the bottle. Attach foil cutter to the top of
the wine bottle. Keep hand on lower part of
the bottle and turn foil cutter with a twisting
motion to cut into foil. Remove foil to expose
top part of cork surface.

8. Remove the wine opener and stand it in
the upright position until it is needed again.
9. After sealing the wine bottle, store bottle in
the upright position, as wine may leak if it’s
on its side.
NOTE: During the above process, the wine
opener may attach itself to the bottle stopper.
In this case, hold the bottle stopper and the neck
of the bottle securely in one hand and tilt the
wine preserver away from the bottle stopper to
break the suction. This should prevent air from
re-entering the bottle. If in doubt, repeat the
above operating process.

CAUTION: Blade on foil cutter is sharp. Please
keep fingers away from cutter’s sharp edges.

TO OPERATE YOUR
WINE OPENER
Place the automatic wine opener on top of
the wine bottle and apply pressure. The wine
mechanism will begin to remove the cork from
the bottle and will stop once the cork has been
fully removed from the bottle and wine opener.

Suggestion: For more than half a bottle of wine
remaining, one session should suffice. For less
than half a bottle, we suggest you follow the
steps above a second time.

1. Place the wine opener on top of the wine
bottle, making sure that it remains as straight/
upright as possible at all times. If you hold
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WARRANTY

TO OPERATE
YOUR AERATOR

LIMITED THREE-YEAR
WARRANTY

1. Hold your opened bottle of wine in one
hand and place the aerator into the top
of the bottle.

We warrant that this Cuisinart product
will be free of defects in materials or
workmanship under normal home use for
3 years from the date of original purchase.
This warranty covers manufacturer’s defects
including mechanical and electrical defects.
It does not cover damage from consumer
abuse, unauthorized repairs or
modifications, theft, misuse, or damage
due to transportation or environmental
conditions. Products with removed or
altered identification numbers will not
be covered.

2. Push the aerator just below the rim of the
wine bottle. Make sure it’s stable.
3. Pour the liquid through the aerator which will
enhance the aromas in your glass of wine.

DATE INDICATORS
1. Use the arrow symbol located on the bottle
stoppers to indicate the date when the bottle
was sealed with your wine preserver.
2. Gently swivel the silver ring to the left or
right until the correct date is in line with it.
Additional bottle stoppers can be ordered
at cuisinart.ca.

This warranty is not available to retailers or
other commercial purchasers or owners.
If your Cuisinart product should prove to
be defective within the warranty period,
we will repair it or replace it if necessary.
For warranty purposes, please register your
product online at www.cuisinart.ca to
facilitate verification of the date of original
purchase and keep your original receipt
for the duration of the limited warranty.
This warranty excludes damage caused
by accident, misuse or abuse, including
damage caused by overheating, and it
does not apply to scratches, stains,
discolouration or other damage to external
or internal surfaces that does not impair
the functional utility of the product. This
warranty also expressly excludes all
incidental or consequential damages.

TO OPEN A SEALED BOTTLE
•

Firmly hold the bottle in one hand and
gently ease the bottle stopper away
from the bottle with the other hand.

RESET button operation
In case the corkscrew spiral gets jammed
inside the cork (either accidentally or because
battery is low): Simply press the RESET button;
the corkscrew spiral will rotate in the opposite
direction, allowing you to withdraw the wine
opener from the wine bottle. NOTE: Pressing the
RESET button will also stop the corkscrew spiral
while it’s rotating.

CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE
Always unplug the appliance from the electrical
outlet before cleaning. To clean housing, wipe
with a clean, damp cloth. Never immerse power
adapter, charging base or housing in water or any
other liquids. Never submerge the motor base in
water or other liquids, or place in a dishwasher.

Your Cuisinart product has been
manufactured to the strictest specifications
and has been designed for use only in
120 volt outlets and only with authorized
accessories and replacement parts. This
warranty expressly excludes any defects
or damages caused by attempted use of
this unit with a converter, as well as use
with accessories, replacement parts or
repair service other than those authorized
by Cuisinart.

The aerator is not dishwasher safe. Rinse with
tap water and dry before storing.
Any other servicing should be performed
by an authorized service representative.
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DISPOSAL/RECYCLING
OF BATTERIES

If the appliance should become defective
within the warranty period, do not return
the appliance to the store. Please contact
our Customer Service Centre:

This product uses two Li-ion rechargeable and
recyclable batteries. At the end of the batteries’
useful life, they should be recycled. These
batteries must not be incinerated or
composted. Li-ion batteries should not be put
in municipal waste systems. Contact your local
waste collection agency for proper recycling
and disposal information for your area. Please
do not attempt to dismantle the power handle
to replace these batteries on your own. Damage
could result to the unit.

Toll-free phone number:
1-800-472-7606
Address:
Cuisinart Canada
100 Conair Parkway
Woodbridge, ON L4H 0L2
Email:
consumer_Canada@conair.com
Model:
RWO-100C
To facilitate the speed and accuracy
of your return, please enclose:
• $10.00 for shipping and handling of
the product (cheque or money order)
• Return address and phone number
• Description of the product defect
• Product date code*/copy of original
proof of purchase
• Any other information pertinent to
the product’s return
* The date code format we are using on
unit is WWYY, representing week, and
year. eg.2420 = manufactured in 24th
week of the year 2020.
NOTE: We recommend you use a traceable,
insured delivery service for added
protection.
Cuisinart will not be held responsible for
in-transit damage or for packages that are
not delivered to us. To order replacement
parts or accessories, call our Customer
Service Centre at 1-800-472-7606.For more
information, please visit our website at
www.cuisinart.ca.
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